**Quick-Quotes Quill Puzzle:** The five speakers, in alphabetical order, are Sirius Black, Albus Dumbledore, Hagrid, Luna Lovegood and Remus Lupin. Can you match the speaker with their quote?

**Quidditch Match Score:** The scoreboard is off to one side of the Quidditch playing field. You may have to wait and watch carefully for it to appear, as the scoreboard is not the only thing that appears here.

** Parseltongue Practice Puzzle:** Harry once pulled this item out of the sorting hat! It belonged to the founder of Harry’s House.

**Peter Pettigrew Puzzle:** The copy machine you’re looking for is located one floor lower than the floor pictured on the Marauder’s Map. The quote on the Map will help you know what to do to reveal Peter’s hiding place. Remember that Peter (the dirty rat!) is an animagus and may not be in human form.

**Sorting Hat Logic Puzzle:** Skip to clue #4. This tells you that Stuart is sorted into Gryffindor. Since each student is sorted into a different house, none of the other students can go to Gryffindor. Place an “X” in each box under the “Gryffindor” column, except for the one on the “Stuart” row. Now go back to clue #1 and diagonally “X” out the intersecting boxes that begin with the same letter. Continue with the other clues until only one box in each column remains without an “X”.

**Golden Snitch:** No additional clues for this one!